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Excelsior JET is a comprehensive and useful utility for Java applications that can protect, deploy and accelerate the programs
you create. The product package includes Excelsior JET Optimizer, Excelsior JET Runtime and Excelsior JET Installation

Toolkit. The JET Optimizer enables you to convert your application's classes and jars into optimized x86 (IA-32) code on the
developer's system. As a result, you get high performance native executables for Microsoft Windows or Linux. The produced

native code is highly resistant to reverse engineering and tampering. The JET Runtime includes the Java SE API and provides all
low-level Java routines which the optimized executables need to run such as garbage collection. Excelsior JET Optimizer and
Runtime are certified for compliance with the specification of the Java platform, Standard Edition (Java SE), versions 6 and
5.0. If you want to distribute your application to a number of clients, you use the Installation Toolkit to prepare an installation
package including your optimized Java application and the JET Runtime engine. Your clients simply install the package and

start using your application. Additional software installation, such as the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), is not required on
target systems. Excelsior JET for Windows Features: Create optimized native executables from Java classes and Java jars For
each of your application classes (either compiled, JAR files, or combinations of the two), JET optimizer converts them into

optimized x86 (IA-32) code on the developer's system The optimized code runs much faster than your classes in their original
form The generated executables are highly resistant to reverse engineering and tampering The resulting optimized executables
can be easily deployed as native applications for Windows or Linux Generate native executables for Microsoft Windows and

Linux Microsoft Windows or Linux users can use the generated native applications without requiring additional software
installations Suitable for a wide range of Java applications The generated native executables can run on any Windows or Linux

machine without requiring additional software installation Support for all versions of Java from JRE 6 to JRE 5.0 You use
Excelsior JET without the need for any additional licenses JET Optimizer is compatible with all Java classes JET Optimizer

provides native class wrapping and an architecture-independent API JET Optimizer supports both pure Java classes and classes
that contain JAR files JET Optimizer is API-compatible with the Eclipse compiler JET Optim
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Keymacro is an ANSI-C99 compatible replacement for the common `keypress' character input facilities found in popular
applications such as Lotus 123. Its main function is to replace the use of the `vk_printf' function calls by the use of the

`keypress' character input methods. However, since its main goal is to provide a great alternative to `keypress' methods, a great
number of other features have been added to make it one of the most powerful and versatile alternatives to the `keypress'

function call. The features include: * A very powerful and intelligent autocompletion facility * A configurable customisable
auto-complete interface * ANSI-C99 compliant * Simple and intuitive syntax * A very powerful automatic style analysis facility
* A fully multi-threaded / multi-processing core * Large variety of supported input modes including: - Keystroke: Hitting keys
on the keyboard (such as ALT+F, Page Up, Page Down, etc.) - Media playback: Hitting key combinations when playing audio
and/or video files, or when using multimedia applications such as Windows Media Player. - Customizable keyboard focus: The
ability to define how the program should respond when the user of the program focusses on a certain control. For example, if

the user focusses on the input field, he can press a key to enter the data. * Multithreaded: Simple threading support *
Multiprocessor support: Support for multiple core processors and threads on one core * User defined callbacks for events *
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Customizable error handling * Optional support for Unicode input and output, including comprehensive error reporting *
Optional support for Unicode user input * Optional support for Unicode output * Optional support for checking for bounding

box checks (not all core functions support this) * Optional support for checking for empty strings * Optional support for testing
for a particular format, such as checking for number input, text input or date input * Optional support for setting the character

encoding (UTF-8 is supported) * Optional support for setting the locale * Optional support for ASCII range checking *
Optional support for determining the number of characters a string contains * Optional support for determining whether a string

contains a string or not * Optional support for determining if a string contains at least one digit * Optional support for case-
insensitive comparison of strings * Optional support for case-insensitive 1d6a3396d6
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New: This product is now certified for compliance with Java Standard Edition (Java SE) 6. The Excelsior JET Runtime includes
the Java SE API and provides all low-level Java routines which the optimized executables need to run such as garbage collection.
The Excelsior JET Runtime is certified for compliance with the specification of the Java platform, Standard Edition (Java SE),
version 6. Excelsior JET Runtime is certified for compliance with the specification of the Java platform, Enterprise Edition
(Java EE) 6. This utility is a must for the development of optimized Java applications. It facilitates the creation of platform-
independent native x86 (IA-32) code for all supported Java runtime environments. To use this product, you need the Java
Developer Kit (JDK) and a valid license. Please Note: Unless you have created and installed your own license file, you must
purchase a license for Excelsior JET Runtime from the Excelsior Support Center or from the support contact with your
customer support department. This product is not an official partner of the Java platform. Therefore, Microsoft is not offering a
warranty. The x86 version of the Excelsior JET Optimizer is not supported on the Windows XP operating system. You can
access all the features of the Excelsior JET Optimizer by installing the Excelsior JET Optimizer and Excelsior JET Runtime
together. There are no separate installation tools for the Excelsior JET Optimizer and the Excelsior JET Runtime. The latest
version of Excelsior JET Optimizer and Excelsior JET Runtime can be automatically downloaded. In this case, you do not have
to download and install them separately. You can find this version of the Excelsior JET Optimizer and Excelsior JET Runtime
in the Microsoft online support Web site. You need to use the Support Center to activate the product. If your application is
certified for compliance with the specification of the Java platform, Standard Edition (Java SE), versions 6 and 5.0, you have
the option to purchase additional support for your application. Excelsior JET Optimizer is a tool that enables you to convert your
application's classes and jars into optimized x86 (IA-32) code on the developer's system. The produced native code is highly
resistant to reverse engineering

What's New in the Excelsior JET For Windows?

Excelsior JET is a comprehensive and useful utility for Java applications that can protect, deploy and accelerate the programs
you create. The product package includes Excelsior JET Optimizer, Excelsior JET Runtime and Excelsior JET Installation
Toolkit. The JET Optimizer enables you to convert your application's classes and jars into optimized x86 (IA-32) code on the
developer's system. As a result, you get high performance native executables for Microsoft Windows or Linux. The produced
native code is highly resistant to reverse engineering and tampering. The JET Runtime includes the Java SE API and provides all
low-level Java routines which the optimized executables need to run such as garbage collection. Excelsior JET Optimizer and
Runtime are certified for compliance with the specification of the Java platform, Standard Edition (Java SE), versions 6 and
5.0. If you want to distribute your application to a number of clients, you use the Installation Toolkit to prepare an installation
package including your optimized Java application and the JET Runtime engine. Your clients simply install the package and
start using your application. Additional software installation, such as the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), is not required on
target systems. Excelsior JET for Windows Description: Excelsior JET is a comprehensive and useful utility for Java
applications that can protect, deploy and accelerate the programs you create. The product package includes Excelsior JET
Optimizer, Excelsior JET Runtime and Excelsior JET Installation Toolkit. The JET Optimizer enables you to convert your
application's classes and jars into optimized x86 (IA-32) code on the developer's system. As a result, you get high performance
native executables for Microsoft Windows or Linux. The produced native code is highly resistant to reverse engineering and
tampering. The JET Runtime includes the Java SE API and provides all low-level Java routines which the optimized executables
need to run such as garbage collection. Excelsior JET Optimizer and Runtime are certified for compliance with the specification
of the Java platform, Standard Edition (Java SE), versions 6 and 5.0. If you want to distribute your application to a number of
clients, you use the Installation Toolkit to prepare an installation package including your optimized Java application and the JET
Runtime engine. Your clients simply install the package and start using your application. Additional software installation, such
as the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), is not required on target systems. Excelsior JET for Linux Description: Excelsior JET
is a comprehensive and useful utility for Java applications that can protect, deploy and accelerate the programs you create. The
product package includes Excelsior JET Optimizer, Excelsior JET Runtime and Excelsior JET Installation Toolkit. The JET
Optimizer enables you to convert your
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System Requirements For Excelsior JET For Windows:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit only) Processor: Dual-Core CPU or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Direct X 9.0 compatible
video card with a resolution of at least 1280 x 1024 Hard Drive: 1 GB free space Input Device: Keyboard and mouse
Resolution: 720p or 1080p Sound Card: Sound device for game audio Additional Notes: Keyboard shortcuts and mouse
functions are optional, but strongly recommended. Click “Help” during game play to
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